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Procedural Fairness in Lotteries Assigning
Initial Roles in a Dynamic Setting
Gianluca Grimalda∗, Anirban Kar†and Eugenio Proto‡
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Abstract: We extend the study of procedural fairness in three new directions.
Firstly, we focus on lotteries determining the initial roles in a two-person
game. One of the roles carries a potential advantage over the other. All the
experimental literature has thus far focused on lotteries determining the final
payoffs of a game. Secondly, we modify procedural fairness in a dynamic – i.e.
over several repetitions of a game – as well as in a static – i.e. within a single
game - sense. Thirdly, we analyse whether assigning individuals a minimal
chance of achieving an advantaged position is enough to make them willing
to accept substantially more inequality. We find that procedural fairness
matters under all of these accounts. Individuals clearly respond to the degree
of fairness in assigning initial roles, appraise contexts that are dynamically
fair more positively than contexts that are not, and are generally more willing
to accept unequal outcomes when they are granted a minimal opportunity
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to acquire the advantaged position. Unexpectedly, granting full equality of
opportunity does not lead to the highest efficiency.
JEL Classification: C92, C78, D63
Keywords: Procedural fairness; Equality of Opportunity; Experiments.
1 Introduction
The idea that individuals’ sense of justice encompasses not just inequality in
final outcomes, but also the fairness of the process leading to such outcomes
is now widespread in the social sciences and political philosophy. Procedural
fairness is made possible by “impartial rules ensuring that each of the agents
involved in an interaction enjoys an equal opportunity to obtain a satisfactory
outcome” (Krawczyk, 2011). Experimental evidence generally shows strong
individual preferences for fair procedures and that individuals are willing to
accept more unequal final allocations, the fairer the procedures determining
such allocations.
In this paper, we extend the study of fairness in three directions that
have not been explored so far. Firstly, we focus on lotteries determining
the initial roles in a two-person game. To the best of our knowledge, all
the experimental literature has thus far focused on lotteries determining the
final payoffs of a game. Secondly, we study the effect of modifying procedural
fairness in a dynamic as well as in a static sense. Finally, we analyse whether
assigning individuals a minimal chance of achieving an advantaged role is
enough to make them willing to accept substantially more inequality.
We take the Ultimatum Game (UG henceforth) as our basic interaction.
This game is suitable for our experiment because one role has a clearly iden-
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tifiable advantage over the other. The proposer has greater bargaining power
and hence can expect a greater share of the surplus than the receiver (Oost-
erbeek et al., 2004). When asked to bid on the two roles of a UG before
playing the game, players offer twice as much to occupy the proposer’s role
as they do for the receiver’s role (Guth and Tiez, 1986). A lottery giving
one player higher chances of being assigned the proposer’s role than another
player can conceivably be seen as unfair .
The main novelty of our experimental design is to make the access to the
two UG roles subject to the outcome of various lotteries, and to manipulate
their degree of fairness. The baseline case is that both players have equal op-
portunities, as the lottery assigns both individuals a 50% chance of acquiring
the proposer role. The initial lottery becomes increasingly biased in favour
of one of the two players in three other treatments. The favoured player
has, respectively, 80%, 99%, and 100% probability of becoming the proposer,
while the unfavoured player has the residual probability. Receivers who are
only concerned with the outcomes of the game should behave in the same
way in these treatments. Consequently, we interpret differences in rejection
rates across treatments as caused by receivers’ preferences over procedural
fairness, as in Bolton et al. (2005). We run 20 interactions of the stage game
with random rematching of subjects before each interaction. We define the
probability that the unfavoured player has of becoming the proposer within
each round as p, where p ∈ {0%; 1%; 20%; 50%}. We define the bias in this
lottery as measuring static unfairness, because it refers to the unfairness of
the lottery within each round.
In addition, we also study procedural fairness in a dynamic perspective.
In a subset of our treatments, which we call Variable Position Conditions
(V PCs), we introduce another lottery preceding the lottery assigning the
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game roles. This first lottery gives each player equal chances to acquire ei-
ther the probability p or the probability (1− p) of becoming proposer in the
second lottery. In V PCs this unbiased first lottery is run at the beginning
of each round. In the alternative subset of treatments, which we call Fixed
Position Conditions (FPCs), this first lottery is only run in the very first
round. Therefore, in FPCs an unfavoured player keeps the same probabil-
ity p of being assigned the proposer’s role in each of the 20 rounds. We
argue that V PCs guarantee dynamic fairness, because the expected prob-
ability of being assigned the advantaged role in the game in future rounds
is always the same - namely, one half - for every player, regardless of the
round of the experiment. This cannot be said for FPCs (except for the very
first round). Again, individuals who are only concerned with final outcomes
should be indifferent to this manipulation, while receivers who are concerned
with procedural fairness will respond to it. Overall, we have six treatments
(in addition to the baseline 50% condition): one treatment for each of the
three p ∈ Π ≡ {0%, 1%, 20%}, run under either the FPCs or V PCs.
We find that procedural fairness matters under all of the accounts outlined
above. A general trend exists such that receivers reject less, ceteris paribus,
when p is higher (static fairness), and when the meta-lottery reassigning p
at every round is run (dynamic fairness). They also reject less when they
have been granted a minimal opportunity to acquire the advantaged position
in comparison to being given no chance. However, this result in V PCs is
not robust to the introduction of sample demographic controls. We also find
unexpected results, in that granting full equality of opportunity does not lead
to the lowest rejection rates. Rather, these are obtained in two of the V PCs.
Our research enables us to speculate on the shape of individuals’ demand for
opportunities’ and suggests that individuals’ subjective perceptions of when
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the ‘playing field’ is ‘level’ may radically differ from the objective distribution
of chances. This calls for more in-depth research on the interaction between
the various dimensions of fairness that people perceive. It also suggests that
policies aiming at maximizing the opportunities for disadvantaged groups in
society should take into account individuals’ preferences over procedural as
well as outcome fairness.
The paper is organised as follows. We review the existing literature in
the next section. We enumerate the main hypotheses and describe the ex-
perimental protocol in section ??. Section ?? reports the results. Section ??
discusses the results and concludes the paper.
2 Literature Review
Economic theory has traditionally held that individual preferences are con-
sequentialist (Hammond, 1988; Machina, 1989). This means that individuals
attach value only to the final outcomes of an interaction, disregarding the pro-
cess leading to such outcomes. Consequentialist models allow for preferences
to be either purely self-interested, or other-regarding (Fehr and Schmidt,
1999; Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000; Charness and Rabin, 2002). Outcome
fairness looks either at the level of equality in final allocations, or to the
degree to which final allocations reward individual contributions (Leventhal,
1980; Konow, 2003).
The idea that individuals are concerned not just with the outcomes of a
certain social interaction, but also with the process leading to that outcome,
has gained increased consensus in fields as disparate as legal studies (Thibaut
and Walker, 1975; Tyler, 2006), political philosophy (Rawls, 1999), social
choice (Elster, 1989), and more recently, economics. Comprehensive survey
evidence demonstrates that individuals who believe that fair opportunities to
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make progress in their lives are available, also demand less redistribution from
their governments (Fong, 2001; Corneo and Gruner, 2002; Alesina and La
Ferrara, 2005; Benabou and Tirole, 2006). Procedural fairness is also vital in
many other aspects of economic decisions, such as company wage structure,
worker productivity (Bewley, 1999; Erkal et al., 2010; Gill et al., 2012) and
institutional mechanisms to allocate scarce resources (Anand, 2001; Keren
and Teigen, 2010).
Within experimental economics, Bolton et al. (2005) showed in a pioneer-
ing study that procedural fairness - modelled as equal chances of achieving
unequal outcomes - is a substitute for outcome equality. Other studies repli-
cated this result, but nevertheless showed that equality of opportunity is not
a full substitute for equality of outcomes (Becker and Miller, 2009; Krawczyk
and Le Lec, 2010). It was also shown that many people are willing to sac-
rifice money to reject allocations that are brought about by procedures that
are extremely biased (Bolton et al., 2005; Karni et al., 2008). In subsequent
studies, however, changing the fairness of procedures only generated lim-
ited effects on individual behaviour (Krawczyk, 2010; Cappelen et al., 2013).
This suggests that procedural fairness may lose part of its prominence when
other factors, such as individual merit in the determination of final outcomes
(Krawczyk, 2010) or individual responsibility in risk-taking (Cappelen et al.,
2013), affect individuals’ decisions.
Other experiments have contrasted individual merit with luck as a deter-
minant of the initial positions in UGs, or Dictator Games (see e.g. Hoffman
and Spitzer, 1985; Burrows and Loomes, 1994; Hoffman et al., 1994; Cappe-
len et al., 2007 or Schurter and Wilson, 2009). The unequivocal conclusion of
this literature is that outcome inequality is more accepted when first-movers
‘earn’ their position by performing better than their counterparts. A second
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class of experiments has manipulated the relative advantage of positions in
UGs, making players’ initial endowments unequal (Guth and Tietz, 1986;
Armantier, 2006), or modifying the UGs final outside options (Binmore et
al., 1991; Suleiman, 1996; Schmitt, 2004; Buchan et al., 2004; Handgraaf et
al., 2008). Generally, players take advantage of their increased power in the
game. None of these studies, however, examine random assignments of initial
positions. We are the first, to the best of our knowledge, to do so.
Mathematical models of procedural fairness have recently been devel-
oped. Individuals’ preferences are assumed to depend on the impartiality of
the procedure determining the final outcomes, as well as on the outcomes
proper. The greater the fairness of the process, the greater individuals’ util-
ity. Karni and Safra (2002) offer an axiomatic account based on Diamond’s
(1967) idea that individuals prefer fair procedures to biased ones, even when
the final outcomes are unequal. Andreozzi et al. (2013) provide an axiomatic
approach based on the notion of separability between self-interested on one
hand and other-regarding or procedural preferences on the other. Bolton et
al. (2005) extend Bolton and Ockenfels’s (2000) consequentialist model by
defining the “fairest” available allocation in a game as the closest possible -
in expected value - to an equal divide. Individuals then condition their social
preferences on the distance between the actual allocation and the fairest allo-
cation. Trautmann (2009) uses the ex-ante expected payoff difference between
individuals as a proxy for the unfairness of the procedure, with a completely
fair processes being characterised by expected payoff differences equal to zero.
He then applies Fehr and Schmidt’s (1999) model of inequality aversion to
the expected payoffs rather than the final payoffs. Krawczyk (2011) posits
an assumption of negative interpendence between procedural unfairness, also
proxied by the expected payoff differences, and outcome inequality aversion
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a la` Bolton and Ockenfels (2000). Accordingly, the greater the unfairness of
the procedure, the greater an individual’s desire for low inequality in ex-post
earnings.
3 Experimental design
3.1 Round 1 of the experiment
This section describes the procedures followed in the first round of the exper-
iment. The tree of the game is displayed in Figure 1. £10 is at stake. First,
two randomly matched players are assigned the position of either Player 1 or
Player 2 by means of an unbiased random draw. We call this initial lottery 1.
In the second phase, players are informed of the result of 1 and make an offer
to their counterpart. An offer is a proposal of how to divide the £10 between
the pair. We define xi as the amount that Player i requires for herself, while
10 − xi is the remainder being offered to the counterpart, for i ∈ {1, 2}. In
this phase players do not know their counterpart’s offer.
In the third phase, one of the two offers is randomly selected through a
lottery that we call 2. The key aspect of the design is that the treatments
differ in the probability with which each player’s offer is randomly selected.
This is denoted by probability p for Player 2 and (1− p) for Player 1. This
probability has a maximum at p = 0.5 for Player 2 in the 50% treatment. In
the three remaining treatments, this probability equals p = 0.2 in the 20%
treatment, p = 0.01 in the 1% treatment, and p = 0 in the 0% treatment.
Finally, in the fourth phase, the player whose proposal has not been
selected has to decide whether she accepts or rejects the other player’s offer.
Suppose that Player i is drawn. xi is then communicated to Player j, who
can either accept or reject that offer. If Player j accepts, the payoffs are xi
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for Player i and 10− xi for Player j . If Player j rejects, both players’ payoff
is 0. Player i is informed that her offer has been selected, but Player j ’s offer
is not communicated to Player i. After each round, each pair is informed of
the outcome of their own interaction and of their respective payoffs.
INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE
The key difference between our extended UG and a standard UG is the intro-
duction of lottery 2, which randomly selects the offer that becomes relevant
for the final allocation. Players are always informed of the lottery outcomes.
In particular, at the top node of the decision tree, individuals are aware of
whether they are Player 1 or Player 2 at the moment they submit their pro-
posal. As in Suleiman (1996) and Handgraaf et al. (1998), we do not ask
Player 2s to submit an offer in 0% treatments, as this would have no pos-
sibility of being selected. We discuss the implications of this design choice
in section ??. After 2 has been run, the interaction proceeds exactly as in
a UG. The player whose proposal has (not) been selected becomes the pro-
poser (receiver) and the payoffs are determined as in standard UGs. All the
random draws in 1 and 2 are made by a computer.
3.2 Rounds 2-20 of the experiment
After the first round is played, the ensuing 19 rounds are played, with one
crucial difference between FPCs and V PCs. In V PCs, Round 1 is replicated
exactly as described above in each of the following 19 rounds. Both 1 and
2 are run in each round. In FPCs, 1 is not run any more from Round 2
on. Only the rest of the game - namely, Phase 2-4, or the stage game (see
Figure 1) - is replicated as described above in every round. In other words, in
FPCs 1 is only run once at the beginning of the experiment, while lotteries 2
are run in each round. Consequently, in FPCs a player remains unfavoured
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(favoured) throughout the 20 rounds, while in VPCs each player has an even
chance of being assigned the favoured or the unfavoured position in each
round1.
The different dynamic of the experiment is represented in Figure 2.
INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE
3.3 Other aspects of the design
As already illustrated in the introduction, the experiment comprises a base-
line condition where p = 50%, and six treatments, one per each of three
possible values of p ∈ Π, each played under both a V PC and an FPC
treatment. Each subject participates in only one treatment, i.e. the de-
sign is between-subject. The final payoffs are given by the outcomes of two
randomly-selected rounds out of the 20 to limit income effects. We prefer to
pay subjects for the outcomes of two rounds instead of just one because we
fear that a payment based on only one round, coupled with the relatively
low show-up fee (£5), may discourage receivers from rejecting unfair offers,
thus limiting the variability of our dependent variable.In fact, we show in
section ?? that receivers’ choices were independent from previous earnings,
thus suggesting that income effects were negligible.
Experimental sessions were run at Warwick University between April and
June 2007. On average, 60 students per treatment took part in our experi-
ments, with a total of 426 students. Their demographic characteristics are
reported in Table S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM). Only
subjects who had not attended courses in Game Theory were allowed to
1Note that we use the term ‘role’ to indicate whether a participant is a proposer or a
receiver in the UG played in the last phase of the Stage Game (see Figure 1). We use the
term ‘position’ to refer to whether a player is Player 1 (favoured) or Player 2 (unfavoured)
in the lottery assigning UG roles - that is, 2 in Figure 1.
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participate. We ran three sessions per treatment. Due to varying show-up
rates, the number of subjects per session is not constant across sessions but
varies from a minimum of 16 to a maximum of 24 subjects, with an average
of around 20 subjects per session. We took care to balance the composition
of the sessions in terms of gender and academic specialisation. The game
was conducted using the z-tree software (Fischbacher, 2007). Supplementary
details on the experimental procedures and the instructions are reported in
sections 6 and 7 of the ESM.
3.4 Our Hypotheses
Firstly, we predict that a given offer is more likely to be accepted when
it has been generated in a game where players had fairer initial chances.
We assume that players’ preferences are influenced by the procedures that
determine the initial positions in the single stage-game. Consistent with
procedural fairness models, it is natural to assume that agents will prefer,
ceteris paribus, procedures providing players with a less biased distribution
of opportunities. Here, we make the key assumption that players take the
probability p as an index of the fairness of the procedure. This is a natural
assumption because p determines, in both FPCs and V PCs, the probability
of attaining the advantaged position in the stage game. We then draw on the
interaction effect proposed by Krawczyk (2011: 116). This assumes that the
lower the procedural fairness, the greater the aversion to outcome inequality.
This entails that a receiver who is faced with a less fair initial procedure
is more inclined to reject a given allocation. We call this the ‘Monotonic
Fairness Hypothesis’:
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H 1 : The higher p, the higher receivers’ acceptance rates for a given split.
This holds in both FPCs jointly with the 50% treatment and VPCs jointly
with the 50% treatment.
As for the dynamic aspect of procedural fairness, in the introduction
we claimed that VPCs will be ceteris paribus deemed as more fair than
FPCs because they grant dynamic proceudural fairness. That is, every player
always has a probability equal to 1/2 of acquiring the favoured role in the
subsequent round, while in FPCs this probability is - with the exception of
the first round - equal to p < 1/2. In the ESM (section 1) we also demonstrate
three propositions that qualify this statement more precisely. We therefore
hypothesise that V PCs will be considered more procedurally fair than FPCs
between what we call ’corresponding treatments ’. We define corresponding
treatments as pairs of treatments belonging to FPCs and V PCs whose
2 is characterised by the same p. There are three pairs of corresponding
treatments, which we denote by p V PC and p FPC, p ∈ Π. For instance,
0% V PC and 0% FPC are corresponding treatments for p = 0%. We thus
posit a ‘Dynamic Opportunities Hypothesis’:
H 2 : For any corresponding treatment, receivers’ acceptance rates decrease
significantly in p FPC as compared with p V PC, p ∈ Π.
Finally, we hypothesise that individuals respond to being assigned a min-
imal, rather than a zero, chance of success in 2. An extensive body of em-
pirical and survey evidence stresses the importance for people of having a
‘voice’. Frey and Stutzer (2005) show that the mere right to participate in
the political process - rather than actual participation - increases individual
satisfaction. Anand (2001) and Tyler (2006) report survey and experimental
evidence for the importance that people place on having the right to have
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their opinion heard - or appropriately represented - in collective decision-
making processes. The relevance of this right to a voice may be caused by
the desire to express one’s position, or to obtain respect for one’s worth.
Nozick (1994: 34) offers a rationalization of this evidence, arguing that the
individual’s value metric over the probability space may not be linear, and
may suffer “discontinuities” in the origin of the space, i.e. when we move
from full certainty to even limited uncertainty. An alternative explanation is
that players may magnify the assignment of a small probability (Kahneman
and Tversky, 1979). Therefore, we posit a ”Discontinuity Hypothesis”:
H 3 : Receivers’ acceptance rates decrease significantly in the 0% treat-
ments in comparison with the 1% treatments.
In this paper, we focus on receivers’ behaviour. The analysis of proposers’
behaviour is reported in the ESM, section 4. There we show that proposers’
behaviour adapts to receivers’ behaviour. That is, in treatments where ac-
ceptance rates are higher the offers are lower and vice versa. This is not
surprising given the repeated feedback in our experiment. Nonetheless, we
also show in the ESM (section 5) that proposers were on average able to
anticipate the differences in the receivers’ behaviour across treatments in the
first round of the game. Therefore, not only was the proposers’ behaviour
adaptive but it was also successfully predictive.
4 Results
4.1 Results for Fixed Position Conditions
4.1.1 Descriptive Analysis
Table 1 reports descriptive statistics for proposers, and receivers’ in each
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treatment. The overall acceptance rate in the treatment that is closest to
standard UGs - namely, 0% FPC - is 77.58%, while the mean proposers’
demand is equal to 62.8%. This is largely in line with standard results from
UGs2. Comparing the 50% treatment and FPCs shows the existence of
a monotonic pattern consistent with H 1 . As the bias in the initial lottery
increases, both the mean and the median values of rejected demands decrease
(see Table 1, column 1). This means that as the initial lottery becomes more
biased, receivers require larger shares of the pie to accept an offer.
INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE
Second, the acceptance rates of low offers, i.e. those lower than 20% of
the pie, decreases as the bias in the initial lottery increases (see Table 1,
column 3). The drop in the acceptance rate for low offers is particularly
pronounced between 1% FPC and 0% FPC, consistently with H 3 . This is
further corroborated by Figure S1 in the ESM, which plots acceptance rates
corresponding to various offer classes.
4.1.2 Econometric Analysis for FPCs
Our econometric analysis pools all the observations coming from the different
treatments together. We model the repeated nature of the data through
an individual-level random effects model. In this section we only report
the results relative to FPCs. All the ensuing analyses also use a random
effects model. We fit a probit model where the dependent variable is the
dichotomic variable ACCEPT . This indicates with the value of 1 (0) a
receiver’s acceptance (rejection) of an offer. The complete regression can be
2In their meta-analysis, Oosterbeek et al. (2004) report that the weighted average
acceptance rate from 66 UG studies is 84.25%, whereas average demands equal 59.5% of
the pie in 75 UG experiments.
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found in ESM: Table S2. Here we report the main results. In the models
reported in Table 2, the key variable is CHANCE. This takes the value of p
(see section ??), thus providing a general measure of the bias in the initial
lottery. In the first model, CHANCE has a strong and positive effect (P -
value [P henceforth]= 0.004) (see Table 2, column 1). In accordance with
hypothesis H 1 , receivers were more likely to accept offers when these came
after a less unbiased initial lottery. We also control for whether a subject
had been assigned the favoured role in the initial lottery. Favoured and
unfavoured subjects may have formed different earnings expectations and
this may have affected their behaviour when drawn as receivers. However,
this variable is insignificant in all the models considered. Round dummies
are also included in the model to control for time trend effects or effects
associated with specific rounds. The offer size is also included in the model.
Not surprisingly, higher offers had a significantly higher probability of being
accepted (P < 0.001). All regressors are exogenous. Hence, the individual-
specific effects must be uncorrelated with the other regressors, thus ensuring
that a between-estimator is consistent.
The subsequent models in Table 2 interacts CHANCE with either the
FPCs or V PCs in order to investigate whether CHANCE had different ef-
fects in the two sets of treatments. We define FPC ≡ {0% FPC ∪ 1% FPC
∪ 20% FPC} as the set including FPCs, while FPC ∪ 50% ≡ {0% FPC
∪ 1% FPC ∪ 20% FPC ∪ 50%} is the set including FPCs plus the 50%
treatment. Similarly, V PC ≡ {0% V PC ∪ 1% V PC ∪ 20% V PC} and
V PC ∪ 50% ≡ {V PC ∪ 50%} are the corresponding sets for V PCs. In the
regression in Table 2, column 2, ’CHANCE X FPC ∪ 50’ is the interaction
term between CHANCE and FPC ∪ 50%. ’CHANCE X V PC ′ is instead
the interaction term between CHANCE and V PC. In this model, CHANCE
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X FPC ∪ 50 and CHANCE X V PC capture separately the influence of
CHANCE on FPC ∪ 50% and V PC, respectively. This model also adds a
number of additional controls as a robustness check. We introduce a control
for a subject’s history in the game. It is obvious that subjects’ expectations
of what is fair may be influenced by past interactions and the outcomes that
have been observed. We include ’PREVIOUS ROUND OFFER’, which is the
offer that a receiver obtained the last time she acted as a receiver prior to the
current round. Some demographic controls - namely, a subject’s gender, age,
a dummy identifying UK citizenship, and a dummy identifying attendance
of Economics degrees - are also added.
CHANCE X FPC ∪ 50 exerts a positive and significant effect (P =
0.010). This supports the monotonicity hypothesis H1 over FPC ∪ 50%.
Interestingly, PREVIOUS ROUND OFFER is negative and strongly signifi-
cantly different from zero (P < 0.001). This means that subjects observing a
higher offer in the past period were significantly less likely to accept an offer
in the current period, ceteris paribus. This suggests that subjects may have
used some kind of Bayesian updating rule in their estimation of the distribu-
tion of offers, and that they used this information in assessing the fairness of
an offer. Some demographic variables are also significant3. The next model
in Table 2 substitutes ’PREVIOUS ROUND EARNINGS’ for ’PREVIOUS
ROUND OFFER’ as a control for a subject’s history in the game. ’PREVI-
OUS ROUND EARNINGS’ denotes the latest earnings obtained as a receiver
prior to the current round. This variable is not significantly different from
zero (P = 0.318). The same result would hold using accumulated past earn-
ings (not reported). Overall, this result indicates that income effects over
3The probability of acceptance was significantly higher for students at-
tending Economics degrees (P = 0.009), women (P = 0.029), and students
with UK citizenship (P = 0.033). Note that including these variables comes
at the cost of a considerable loss of observations due to missing variables.
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the course of the game were negligible for receivers.
The next econometric specifications replace the variable CHANCE with
dummy variables identifying individual treatments. This enables us to study
the differential effects of pairs of treatments on the propensity to accept, thus
performing both a more stringent test of H 1 and a direct test of H 3 . The
whole model is reported in the ESM: Table S3. Figure 3a reports the proba-
bilities of acceptance in each treatment for various offers. For any offer, as the
bias in the initial lottery decreases, the probability of acceptance increases.
For intermediate offer values, sizable differences emerge across treatments.
For instance, for offers equal to 20% of the pie, the predicted probability of
acceptance is equal to 0.89 in the baseline case, drops to 0.86 in 20% FPC
and to 0.68 in 1% FPC, and drops to a mere 0.25 in 0% FPC.
INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE
Results of two-tailed Wald tests of the null hypothesis that pairs of treat-
ment coefficients are equal to each other are reported in Table 3a. The signs
are always positive, consistent with H 1 , except in one case. In four cases out
of six the null is rejected, denoting significant treatment differences in line
with H 1 . The acceptance rate of 0% FPC always results as being signifi-
cantly smaller than other treatments’ coefficients. In particular, hypothesis
H 3 of a symbolic value of opportunity is supported. The difference between
β0% FPC and β1% FPC (where β is the value of the treatment dummy indicated
in the subscript) is negative and significant (P = 0.013). The receivers in
1% FPC had, ceteris paribus, a significantly higher probability of accepting
a given offer than the receivers in the 0% FPC. The results are virtually un-
changed when demographic controls and PREVIOUS ROUND OFFER are
introduced in the regression (see ESM: Table S3, column 2, and ESM: Table
S4a).
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INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE
On the basis of this analysis, we conclude:
Conclusion 1 Descriptive and econometric analysis supports H1 and H3 in
FPCs.
4.2 Results for Variable Position Conditions
4.2.1 Descriptive Analysis
Table 1 shows that the monotonic pattern linking bias in the initial lottery
and rejection rates still holds moving from 0% VPC to 20% VPC, but is
reversed between 20% VPC and 50%. Looking at the mean and median
values of rejected demands, we note that receivers’ hostility decreases from
0% VPC up to 20% VPC, but then rises again (see Tables 1, colum 1; and
ESM: Figure S1). A similar trend can be detected with respect to the ac-
ceptance rate of low offers (see Tables 1, column 3), and also for mean and
median offers (see Tables 1, column 4).
4.2.2 Econometric Analysis for VPCs
We modify the models formulated above to study the impact of the vari-
able CHANCE limitedly to V PC ∪ 50% (see section ??). CHANCE X
VPC ∪ 50 is the interaction term between CHANCE and V PC ∪ 50%,
while CHANCE X FPC is CHANCE interacted with FPC. The de-
scriptive statistics suggest the existence of a non-linearity so the model in
Table 2, columm 4 also includes a quadratic term for the interaction be-
tween CHANCE and V PC ∪ 50%. Indeed, both terms are strongly signifi-
cantly different from zero. The predicted probability of acceptance shows an
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inverted-U pattern, reaching a maximum for CHANCE = 0.29. This sup-
ports the monotonicity hypothesis limitedly to V PC, but not V PC ∪ 50%.
Again, this result is robust to the inclusion of demographic controls (see ESM:
Table S2, column 6), even when they are interacted with FPCs (see ESM:
Table S2, column 7). We find no significant effect for any of such interaction
terms. We conclude that the control variables we used do not appear to have
different effects in FPCs compared to V PCs.
Figure 3b plots the predicted probability of acceptance for V PCs. V PCs
follow a monotonic trend. For instance, for offers equal to 15% of the pie,
the predicted probability of acceptance is equal to 0.42 in 0% V PC, rises
to 0.70 in 1% V PC, and to 0.88 in 20% V PC. However, the probability of
acceptance drops to 0.67 in 50%. Pairwise comparisons of treatment coef-
ficient differences confirm the existence of a non-linearity in how receivers
responded to variations in p (see Table 3b). All the three signs of the z-
statistics, limitedly to V PC, are positive and statistically significant. As
far as H 3 is concerned, the Wald test rejects the null hypothesis that the
treatment dummies are equal in 0% VPC and 1% VPC (P = 0.047).
Introducing demographic controls and PREVIOUS ROUND OFFER into
the model somewhat attenuates the individual treatments effects (see ESM:
Table S4b). The difference in the coefficients for 0% VPC and 1% VPC
is no longer significant (P = 0.24), and some other pairwise comparisons
lose significance. This is partly due to the fact that the V PCs are most
severely affected by missing observations. Moreover, introducing PREVIOUS
ROUND OFFER absorbs some of the treatments effects, because offers are
on average significantly higher in some treatments than in others (see ESM,
section 4).
We conclude:
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Conclusion 2 Descriptive and econometric analysis supports H1 in VPC .
The monotonic pattern breaks between 20% V PC and the 50% treatment
however. The treatment effects are somewhat attenuated when demographic
controls and PREVIOUS ROUND OFFER are included.
Conclusion 3 Descriptive and econometric analysis supports H3 . However,
this result is not robust to the inclusion of demographic controls and PRE-
VIOUS ROUND OFFER.
4.3 Comparing VPCs and FPCs
Descriptive statistics from Table 1 support H2 . For each pair of corresponding
treatments (see section ??), the mean and median value of rejected offers,
and the acceptance rate of low offers, are all lower in FPCs than V PCs.
Secondly, Table 3c reports the results of Wald tests conducted on pairs of
coefficient differences. The acceptance rates are ceteris paribus significantly
lower in FPCs than in V PCs in all the corresponding treatments. The dif-
ference is highly significant between 0% FPC and 0% VPC (P = 0.002), and
significant both between 20% FPC and 20% VPC (P = 0.014), and between
1% FPC and 1% VPC (P = 0.037). Introducing demographic controls and
PREVIOUS ROUND OFFER into the analysis leaves the results unchanged
except for the comparison between 1% FPC and 1% VPC, which loses sig-
nificance (see ESM: Table S4c). This may be due to the reasons outlined in
section ??.
We thus conclude:
Conclusion 4 Descriptive and econometric analyses support H2 .
Figure 4 plots the distribution of the pie between proposers and receivers
in each treatment, as well as the percentage of the pie that is lost because of
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receivers’ rejections, for the whole 20 rounds (Panel a), and for the last five
rounds (Panel b). We define the ’efficiency rate’ as the proportion of the pie
that does not go destroyed. Surprisingly, granting equality of opportunity
does not lead in our experiments to the highest efficiency rates. Highest
efficiency over the whole 20 rounds is in fact achieved in 20% VPC and
0% VPC, where 15% of the resources are destroyed. 50% is only fourth in
this ranking, with losses equalling 19% of the available pie. The treatments
with the lowest efficiency rates are 1% FPC and 0% FPC , where 22% and
23% of the resources are lost, respectively. The same ranking holds in the
last 5 rounds. In order to analyse whether these differences are statistically
significant over the whole 20 rounds, we consider the average acceptance
rate in each of the three sessions making up a treatment. We compute
the differences in such acceptance rates in pairwise comparisons between
treatments, and construct a Binomial test on the null hypothesis that session-
level acceptance rates in FPCs or V PCs are equally likely to be higher than
one another. The results of these Binomial tests are reported in Table 4.
We note that the the lower acceptance rates in 1% FPC and 0% FPC with
respect to other treatments result in statistically significant differences (N=9;
P = 0.039), in eight out of ten pairwise treatment comparisons. Furthermore,
a Binomial test strongly rejects the hypothesis that session-level acceptance
rates in FPCs or V PCs are equal to each other. Sessions in FPCs are
significantly more likely to generate lower acceptance rates than sessions in
V PCs (N=81, P¡0.001).
INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE
We thus conclude:
Conclusion 5 Granting equal opportunity to achieve the proposer role does
not lead to the highest efficiency. This is instead attained in the 20% VPC
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and 0% VPC treatments. Sessions with higher efficiency rates are signifi-
cantly more likely to be observed in VPCs than FPCs.
4.4 Analysis of dynamic and session effects
Table 5 analyses the existence of dynamic effects in our experiment. We find
that acceptance rates tend to grow over repetitions of the game in V PC (P <
0.001), in 50% (P = 0.047), but not in FPC (P = 0.213) (see Table 5, column
1). The difference in the trend effect between V PC and FPC is statistically
significant (P = 0.003). We also analyse whether the fairness monotonicity
effect tends to amplify or dampen over time. For this purpose we interact
CHANCE with ROUND. Overall, we find no effect for this interaction
term (Table 5, column 2). Moreover, interacting CHANCE and ROUND
with V PC and FPC does not highlight any significant change in the way
CHANCE affects probability of acceptance within each set of treatments.
We obtain similar results within a model using treatment dummies instead of
CHANCE (see ESM: Table S3 and Table S5). We interact each treatment
dummy with a dummy identifying the last 10 periods of the interaction. In no
treatment do we observe a significant change in the estimated probability of
acceptance between the first and the second block of 10 rounds. This implies
that the monotonicity effect that we observe does not appear to either vanish
or grow over time. Moreover, acceptance rates in FPCs appear significantly
lower than in corresponding V PCs both in the first and in the second block of
10 rounds, signalling the stability of the Dynamic Opportunities Hypothesis
H2 over repetitions of the game. Finally, the Discontinity Hypothesis H3 is
strongly significantly supported in both blocks of 10 rounds in FPCs, while
it loses significance in the second block of 10 rounds in V PCs.
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We also perform a separate analysis for the first round (see ESM, section
5). We note that the patterns we detect over the whole experiment already
occur in the first round, although in several cases they do not reach sig-
nificance levels. We conclude that the repetitions strenghtened patterns of
behaviour that were already present from the start of the experiment. In the
ESM, section 3.2 we perform an analysis of session effects, noting that only
for one treatment (0% VPC ) the acceptance rate in a session - the very first
session we run - differ significantly from the other two sessions making up
that treatment. This weakens the effects related to the 0% VPC treatment.
We thus conclude:
Conclusion 6 Apart from FPCs, acceptance rates tend to increase over
time. Nonetheless, the effects related to the monotonic fairness hypothesis
appear to be invariant over repetitions of the game. The same is true for the
differences between FPCs and V PCs in corresponding treatments. As for
the Discontinuity Hypothesis, this holds in both blocks of 10 rounds in FPCs
but loses significance in the second block of 10 rounds in V PCs.
5 Discussion and conclusions
Our results confirm and extend previous results that individuals are sensitive
to the procedures leading to outcomes, in addition to the outcomes them-
selves. We found robust support for the Monotonic Fairness Hypothesis in
Fixed Position Conditions (FPCs). The greater the inequality in the distri-
bution of initial opportunities, the lower the acceptance rates of a given offer.
This pattern of behaviour reproduces insights from survey analyses implying
that the more a society is deemed to be granting fair opportunities to its cit-
izens, the lower the demand for redistribution, arguably because citizens are
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more inclined to accept the resulting income inequalities as fair (see section
2). Even in our experiments, inequality is more accepted when the process
leading to the final bargaining is fairer. Admittedly, in Variable Position
Conditions (VPCs) the fairness monotonicity hypothesis does not extend to
the 50% treatment, but remains confined to V PC (see section ??). This
break in monotonicity is surprising. It is associated with each treatment be-
longing to V PC having higher efficiency rates than the baseline case of equal
opportunities. A possible explanation is that the role asymmetry implicit in
Variable Position Conditions made the possibility of achieving fairness over
the whole 20 rounds of interaction salient to subjects, thus inducing them to
become more lenient regarding the proposed allocations in each single round.
This process is analogous to the establishment of a ‘convention’ in repeated
coordination problems (Hargreaves-Heap and Varoufakis, 2002).
The difference that we observe between Fixed Position Conditions and
Variable Position Conditions in corresponding treatments clearly points to
subjects responding to the way chances are allocated dynamically, rather
than just statically. However, the fact that we observe significant treatment
effects across Variable Position Conditions - where dynamic unfairness was
absent in all the treatments - clearly indicates that a sizable portion of sub-
jects responded to static procedural fairness. Although our experiment is
not designed to test for Machina’s (1989) dynamic consistency hypothesis,
we believe that these results point in the direction of a signficant portion
of players being dynamically inconsistent. Roughly speaking, dynamically
inconsistent individuals neglect lotteries that occurred before the current de-
cision node and thus modify their behaviour before and after a lottery has
taken place (Machina, 1989; Trautmann and Wakker, 2010; Trautmann and
van de Kuilen, 2014). Since before each round in Variable Position Condi-
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tions players always have a 50% probability of being selected as proposers,
we conjecture that the change in behaviour that we observe across Variable
Position Conditions is due to players ”neglecting” 1, while responding to
2. In other words, the behaviour we observe is consistent with players re-
dressing the unfairness associated with 2, while ignoring the fairness of 1.
Future research should investigate the relevance of this conjecture, and how
preferences for dynamic and static fairness interact with each other.
It is striking that most of the observed variation in behaviour takes place
as we move from 0% treatments to 1% treatments. When 2 is unbiased,
the receivers reject offers of £2.15 on average, and when 2 gives people no
chance of being a proposer in the Fixed Position Conditions, receivers reject
offers of £2.96 on average. Put it differently, receivers would be willing to
pay 81p on average to be in the 50% treatment rather than being in the
0% FPC. By the same token, receivers would be willing to pay 43p to have
a 1% chance of being proposers compared to none, and only 38p more to have
equal chances compared to a 1% chance. In other words, the ‘demand for
opportunity’ seems to be very steep near the origin of the scale, but consid-
erably less so afterwards. In section ?? we argued that the purely symbolic
opportunity of having a “voice” in a collective decision problem underpins
subjects’ propensity to view the situation as significantly fairer than when
such an opportunity - albeit minimal - is denied. Admittedly, our design
cannot rule out that what we observe is due to the tendency of individuals
to overweigh small probabilities (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Future re-
search may ascertain the relative importance of the purely symbolic value of
‘voice’ vis-a`-vis the small probability overweighting effect. Arguably, many
people who feel marginalised in societies will believe that they have neither
a symbolic power of expression nor an even negligible chance of acquiring
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advantaged positions. We thus believe that it is important that our design
has uncovered such a sizable response to procedural changes.
Our results may pave the way to refining existing theoretical models of
procedural fairness. The use of expected payoffs as a proxy for procedural
fairness, helpful as it may be to make models tractable, makes the predic-
tions of both Trautmann (2009) and Kracwzyk’s (2011) models unsuitable
for lotteries applied to initial positions4. In our settings the variable p is
a natural way to measure “how fair” the procedure is. In other contexts,
such a clear-cut proxy for procedural fairness may not exist. Alternatives
to expected payoffs, such as the ex ante willingness to pay to enter a game
in a certain position (Stefan Trautmann, private communication) may be
considered instead of expected payoffs.
Our research suggests that people are sensitive to procedures in ways and
contexts that had not been explored so far. Some of our results confirm our
hypotheses on procedural fairness while others are unexpected and call for
more research on the topic. All of this points to the need to further investi-
gate individuals’ actual perceptions of fairness and the interaction between
the various dimensions. Policies aimed at improving opportunities for dis-
advantaged groups should incorporate such perceptions into their design to
augment their scope and maximize their efficiency.
4In our experiments, the average expected payoffs for receivers in the last five rounds
- seemingly an appropriate measure for “equilibrium” payoffs - are the highest (£3.16)
in 0% FPC, which is arguably the most unfair procedure in our experiments. The only
unbiased procedure in our experiments, i.e. the baseline 50% condition, only yields £2.47
to receivers and comes fifth in the ranking of expected receivers’ payoffs across treatments.
In our case “equilibrium” expected payoff differences are thus an inaccurate proxy for
procedural fairness.
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